CWRU Fire Protection Systems Acceptance Test Procedure

Step 1: Contractor informs CWRU Project Manager that they are ready for their final acceptance test. DO NOT SCHEDULE IT YET!!!

Step 2: CWRU Project Manager contacts CWRU Fire Prevention Coordinator to inform him of the test.

Step 3: CWRU Fire Prevention Coordinator and FM Global determine the need to attend.

Step 4: CWRU Fire Prevention Coordinator contacts the CWRU Project Manager with his/FM Global’s availability (if they deemed necessary to attend).

Step 5: CWRU Project Manager provides the available dates for CWRU/FM Global (if deemed necessary) for the acceptance test and gives permission to schedule the final acceptance test.

Step 6: Contractor schedules the acceptance test with the FD and then makes notification to the CWRU Project Manager of the official date. CWRU Project Manager submits the bypass request and notifies everyone of the scheduling.

NOTE: Copies of all acceptance test results/permits must be provided to the CWRU Fire Safety and Prevention Coordinator.